give a firmer face and
neck, lift cheeks,
reduce wrinkles and
double chins and eliminate bags under the eyes.

TUA VISO is an electronic unit for facial gymnastics .
The exercise of the facial muscles, which are connected
directly to the skin, makes them more tonic, lifting the
lineaments of the face and smoothing the wrinkles.
The extremely advanced miniaturized electronic
circuitry generates trains of sine wave
TUA VISO
pulses which are specifically for
entirely
designed and
delicate facial muscles and
built in
indicated by a green LED.
Italy
Thanks to
their

hold,
keeps the
regulator under
constant control and
enables the electrodes to be
positioned on any part of the face
immediately.
A luminous digital timer allows treatment
time to be set, shows remaining time and
indicates the end of treatment acoustically,
switching the unit off.
The watertight reservoir which each
electrodes has is sufficient for an entire
session and avoids having to repeatedly
wet the sponge domes: to do this, just
press.
TUA VISO is safe.
It is powered by a normal 9 Volt alkaline
battery which is already supplied, held in
a special compartment and easy to replace.
A yellow LED indicator shows when it is

particular form and frequency, these waves
induce precise muscular exercises without
provoking any unpleasant pain, even at high
intensity and with extremely evident
movements.
The pulses are transmitted to the skin by
two electrodes covered by small,
hemispherical, spring-loaded sponge
domes: these electrodes are self-moistening
and have their own reservoir containing the
water necessary for a full treatment session.
TUA VISO is easy to use.
After having filled the reservoir with normal
tap water, just turn on the unit and position
it on the area of the face to be treated.
The numbered regulator starts
the pulse feed and regulates
its intensity.
TUA VISO is
practical. Its
shape makes
it easy to

discharged.
TUA VISO can
be taken anywhere .
Its compact dimensions,
light weight, battery power and
illuminated panel enable easy use
anywhere and under any circumstances even in the dark!
TUA VISO is supplied in a stylish case along with
a spray, spare domes and instruction handbook.
TUA VISOcomes complete with a demo video tape showing
possible applications and facilitating correct use of the unit.

The Gymnastics
TUA VISO INCLUDES:
• TUA VISO,
ELECTRONIC UNIT
FOR FACIAL GYMNASTICS
• 9 V ALKALINE BATTERY
ALREADY CONNECTED
• SPRAY
• SPARE SPONGES
• INSTRUCTION HANDBOOK
• QUICK-REFERENCE MINI HANDBOOK
• CASE
• 12 MONTH WARRANTY CARD
ACCOMPANIED
BY A DEMO VIDEO

TUA VISO IS SAFE.
IT HAS BEEN DESIGNED
AND BUILT
WITH THE UTMOST ATTENTION
TO QUALITY AND SAFETY,
CONFORMING TO THE STRICTEST
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS.
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TO MAINTAIN
OR RESTORE A FACE’S
YOUTHFUL LOOKS

To maintain or restore a face's youthful looks,
THE

VISO
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During life, our face undergoes
visible changes: wrinkles appear
and become more accentuated, the
face's oval changes its lines, the skin
loses its normal elasticity and
becomes superfluous, causing bags
under the eyes, flabby cheeks and
relaxation on the neck.
Cosmetics can effectively
moisturize and smooth the skin,
but tthis is just a superficial
operation; to lift the face, work
must be done on the structural parts,
in other words on the muscles.
There are about thirty facial muscles,
some extremely superficial and delicate,
others deeper and quite large; on the
contrary of skeletal muscles, head and neck
muscles are called cutaneous because at least
one of their extremities is directly inserted in
the skin and they act on it. Moreover, the
majority are also necessary for facial
expression of feelings, from which they get the name of
mimetic muscles. The face's skin therefore lies on and
is anchored to a structural "carpet" made up of
numerous muscles: their loss of tone and compactness is the
main cause of loose skin. Managing to keep sufficient volume
and trophism, particulary at the level of the less-used fibres,
means restoring a face's youthful looks.
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It is well-known that suitable exercises of
“facial gymnastics” used a great deal by
actors for example, keeping little-used
muscular fasciae active and developing others,
fights a dropping chin line and the formation
of bags or wrinkles and maintain a young
look.
Muscular exercises for the face are
however often complicated and require
patient training.
Thanks to its motor/stimulant effect,
electrical stimulation can on the
other hand increase muscular tone in a
harmless, selective and rapid manner, and
much more than physical exercise or
massage: this effect produces visible
contraction with a hypertrophic effect on
muscle fibres and an increase in their
volume.
The passage of microcurrent through the
skin also has an effect on trophism:
local circulation increases, the
oxygenation, nutrition and detoxification
of the tissues improves; the metabolism is
excited by this and formation of elastic
fibres and fundamental support substance is
stimulated.
TUA VISO has been designed with these
requirements in mind. Its current, represented
by a suitably modulated sine wave, is able
to induce pain-free, sustained muscular
contraction. Its shape was specially designed
to stimulate the delicate muscles of the
face and neck.
The possibility of placing the active part of
the unit in the activation point of precise
muscular fasciae, linear regulation of the stimulus
intensity and electronic programming of
treatment time all enable rapid, selective results
to be obtained.

1) Platysma (subcutaneous
neck muscle): pulls the lower
jawbone down slightly and
pulls down the lower lip until
the teeth are bared. Also
prevents the superficial neck
veins from being crushed.
2) Quadratus labii inferioris:
pulls the down and everts the
lower lip.
The protuberance of the lip is
also aided by the action of the
incisive muscle, located below
the quadratus.
3) Zygomatic of the upper lip:
pulls the joint of the lips
upwards and outwards, as in a
smile.
4) Quadratus labii superioris:
lifts the upper lip and part of
the ala of the nose.
5) Caninus: below the
quadratus, raises the skin at
the angle of the mouth.
6) Buccinator: muscular
foundation of the cheek.
Pulls the joints of the lips
inwards and during chewing
compresses cheeks and lips
against the dental arch.
7) Orbicularis oris: closes the
mouth, tightens the line
formed by the junction of the
lips and wrinkles the lips.
8) Mentalis: raises and
wrinkles the chin, raises the
lower lip and curves it
downwards.
9) Orbicularis oculi: closes the
eyelids.
10) Frontalis: raises the
eyebrow and opens the eyes
wide.
11) Masseter: a skeletal muscle
which raises the lower
jawbone, as when chewing.
12) Sternocleidomastoid:
another skeletal muscle which
flexes the head, tilting it to the
side it is on and turning the
face to the opposite side.

TUA VISO is easy to use: just place the unit
with its active part against the face and
regulate the intensity until you obtain a
good and pleasant muscular contraction. It is
sufficient to stimulate each area for just one
minute a day, but the usual application times
are 2-4 minutes for each part.
A single session carried out on one half
of the face enables the difference in
tonicity compared with the untreated
part to be appreciated and just 8-10
sessions give an improvement wich can be
calculated with scientifically significant
exams (muscular ultrasonography and
computerized image analysis).

Raises the eyebrow
and 3/4 of the brow.

Raises the eyebrow
and the upper eyelid.

This exercise has a
lifting effect on the
cheek.

This exercise has a
"squeezing" and
draining effect on
the bags under the
eyes.

Tones up the part
just like when you
smile slightly.

Increases the volume of
the lip and combats the
appearance of the
vertical wrinkles typical
of advancing age.

Makes the lip turgid
and combats its
atrophy.

Models the oval,
reducing the stretching
caused by the drop of
the Bichat fat pad.

Helps to make the
delicate neck tissues
firmer.

The V.P. Box system
CAP

V.P. Box is a Vupiesse patent

CONDUCTIVE WASHER
BODY
STAINLESS STEEL SPRING
EXTRACTABLE BAYONET-FIT
RING FOR CLEANING
AND MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEEL DOME
CELLULOSE SPONGE DOME

A sophisticated system
studied for easy quick
use of TUA VISO.
The electrodes are parts of fundamental
importance, since it is by means of them that
the pulses reach the skin.
TUA VISO has special patented VP BOX
electrodes. These original spring-loaded
domes covered in soft sponge enable
practical positioning on any area of the face
and delicate contact with the skin;
moreover, their operation with water enables,
immediate use, as there is no need to
any special conductive gels.
The VP BOX electrodes are self-moistening
and also have their own reservoir containing
enough water necessary for a complete
treatment session; this avoids having to
repeatedly wet the sponge domes;
to wet them, just press.
The extractable bayonet-fit rings enable fast
replacement of the sponge domes and easy
cleaning of the reservoir.

